Write On!
Drawing Inspiration from Toys

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

When children reach the age where they know that finger paint
goes onto paper (as opposed to in their mouth), their artistic journey has begun! That journey will include using crayons, markers,
pencils and pens as kids strive to make their mark on the world
around them. Sometimes these mediums of art in children’s hands
can find unintended canvases, decorating destinations parents
never imagined (ie. living room walls, car upholstery and sibling’s
faces). Rather than restricting kids’ drawing and art, consider the
following drawing outlets that offer kids engaging options to make
their mark, again and again, without the mess!

by Paige Gardner Smith

Inkoos

AquaDoodle

Inkoos are plush colorful
animals that are designed for kids to
draw on and decorate to their heart’s
content. And when the drawing and
decorations are done, and the artist
is ready to begin again...Inkoos go
right in the wash with the laundry.
Coming out of the dryer, Inkoos are
‘back-to-go’ as a toy canvas that invites kids to write messages,
draw features, or make any kind of art on their surface. The Inkoo
Mini comes with one clip-on washable marker and the larger
version comes with three clip-on markers. There’s even a Glowin-the-Dark Inkoo for night owls! Reusable and mess-free, Inkoos
are the perfect, plush, portable canvas for the artistic child.

The youngest of artists are
now free to create without fear
of mistakes or mess with AquaDoodle. The cloth bordered
drawing mat has a surface that
responds to a simple water
marker with brilliant lines and
colors that will delight young Picassos. And running out of
drawing space isn’t a problem, because as each artwork dries, it
simply fades away and the AquaDoodle canvas is ready for the
next masterpiece to appear. No rough edges, no batteries, no
stains, spills or permanent marks make AquaDoodle the perfect
palette and portable canvas for older toddlers and up!

(The Bridge Direct)

(Spin Master)

Hot Wheels Lightbox
Design Set

Crayola Light Designer
(Crayola)

For the prolific young artist who’s already covered multiple
refrigerators with drawings, the
Crayola Light Designer offers a new
outlet and new dimension for art. It’s
a dome that responds with light to a
stylus tool, letting kids create original
color ‘drawings’ made of light. There
are also pre-programmed templates and scenes that children
can build out with their own drawings and colors. Games that
cultivate use of the light drawing format are also included in the
Light Designer, so kids can hone their skills with the stylus. The
round dome “canvas” of the Crayola Light Designer expands
kids’ spatial understanding as they begin to envision their drawing wrapping around the dome. An ideal added dimension and
next step for the enthusiastic young artist, drawing with light will
brighten their artistic horizon!

(Fashion Angels)

One cool way to train a young
designer and tune up fine motor
skills for advanced drawing is to
trace images and the best way to do
that is to use a light box. The Hot
Wheels Lightbox features a tracing
surface that lights up, illuminating
films that guide smaller hands as they trace car body design images onto their sketch page. Once the broad strokes are in place,
artists can customize their car with colors and logos. Finishing touches for the car art include engines, mufflers and doors.
The combinations are endless, and the inspirations constant as
kids build layers of confidence and better motor skills using the
Lightbox Design Set to train the artist within!

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book

by Paige Gardner Smith

The Fashion in Kids Books

As new parents, we dress our babies in the sweetest, cutest clothes the minute they
leave the hospital. As long as they will let us, we put them in the clothes we like, because
we know the fashion clock is ticking. There quickly comes the time when our child says,
“I don’t want to wear that”, the time when they start making their own fashion choices.
Sometimes it’s a cringe-worthy combination of PJ pants, cowboy boots and a puffy vest.
Sometimes they prefer an eye-blinding blend of fuschia, turqouise and camouflage anything. It’s the beginning of our children starting to see clothes as an outward extension of
themselves – the same way adults do. Offering kids a new way to look at what we wear
and why, the following titles feature colorful stories that revolve around articles of clothing.

The New Sweater

by Oliver Jerrers (Penguin)
In a world full of Hueys who all look alike, and think alike, it’s hard to stand out. But one Huey,
named Rupert decides to knit himself a sweater. And wearing it, he distinguishes himself from the
rest of his peers. The other Hueys think Rupert’s new look is a bit odd. But Gillespie thinks the sweater is cool – and knits one that he can wear, too. Soon the look catches on and Hueys everywhere are
sporting the same sweater. No longer viewed as odd, but rather a trend-setter, how will Rupert stand
out from the crowd now? Jeffer’s simply-drawn, wildly expressive world of Hueys is the perfect
landscape to illustrate the power of one brilliant orange sweater to make an individual fashion statement.

Lost and Found

by Bill Harley Illustrated by Adam Gustavson (Peachtree)
Kids know what it means to have a favorite clothing item…and what it means to lose it. For parents
(and kids) who have turned the house upside down before school in the morning seeking the elusive hatshirt-scarf-whatever, this title will strike a familiar chord. When a boy loses a special cap knitted by his
Grandmother, he begins an all-encompassing search to find it before her visit. He discovers a mountain
of items, separated from their owners in the school ‘Lost & Found’. But to get to through the avalanche
of stuff and find his hat, he must cultivate a relationship with the school’s crusty custodian. His hat-search
evolves into a mission that reunites classmates with things from the box, and finding homes for unclaimed
items along the way. A warm celebration of natural attachments to favorite clothing, ‘Lost and Found’ is a
great kids’ book find!

Laundry Day

by Maurie J. Manning (Houghton Mifflin)
A poor shoeshine boy is hawking his services (without much success) on an early 20th century city
street when a red scarf floats down around his shoulders. Looking up, among the clotheslines strung between the city’s buildings, he realizes that it’s laundry day and the scarf could have dropped from a host
of neighbors’ lines. Climbing fire escapes, shimmying up drainpipes, the shoeshine boy carries the scarf
from balcony to balcony seeking its owner. He meets people from different cultures and countries as he
navigates through buildings filled with immigrant families. The boy’s journey to return the scarf becomes
more than a goodwill mission, it opens up a world of discovery with its own rewards.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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